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ABSTRACT

Background: Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of arthritis. Some 
people call it degenerative joint disease or “wear and tear” arthritis. It occurs 
most frequently in the hands, hips, and knees. With OA, the cartilage within a 
joint begins to break down and the underlying bone begins to change.

OBJECTIVE: We aim to explore the role that DM plays in the acceleration of 
OA leading to increased reports of joint pain in those with both diseases. 

MATERIAL AND METHOD:

A descriptive cross sectional study on (211) of populations enrolled in the year 
2022-2023 at all age groups . Self-completed online questionnaire by Google 
form was designed to obtain information from patients and by taking 
information from patients at Al-kindly teaching hospital. We also searched for 
articles in the references of selected publications of rheumatology for OA . 
The excluded samples was patients who have joints pain as a result of fracture 
or trauma on the affected joint, patients who have joints pain before getting 
diabetes and patients who was using steroids after getting diabetes. The 
problems that we faced are the lack of awareness of patients toward insulin 
resistance and also toward steroids.

RESULT:

A total of 211 of population who filled the survey and collected from Al-kindy 
teaching hospital, (66%) among them were suffering from diabetes associated 
with knee pain and (59.7%) of them were female and (40.3%) of male  
suffering from diabetes .Among the female (58.5%) and male (41.5%) 
suffering from knee pain.
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Regarded to the association between diabetes and other joints pain (60.3%) of 
females and (39.7%) of males which have diabetes are suffering from other 
joint pain .

The majority of population who suffered from diabetes ,knee pain and other 
joints pain was in the age group (49-59).

While regarded to the effect of steroids on diabetes we found that (18.9%) of 
diabetic patients using steroids.

CONCLUTION:

This cross sectional study highlight a high frequency of OA in patient with 
DM and association between both disease, representing a further steps toward 
the individualization of DM related OA within a metabolic OA phenotype.

KEY WORDS:

Diabetes, knee pain, joint pain and steroids.
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INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthritis is the most frequent and disabling joints disease in adults , We 
believe this topic of discussion to be important due to the increased prevalence 
of both diseases over the last several decades, potentially leading to an 
increased medical burden on both patients and the community at large. OA 
and Tybe2 DM share common risk factors such as obesity and advanced 
aging, which may explain the higher prevalence of OA in the diabetic 
population(1). Obesity contributes to the development of OA via biomechanical 
and systemic pathways.

The biomechanical pathway is based on the direct effects of increased body 
weight. For example, increased body weight imposes greater loads on the 
weight-bearing joints, which has shown to affect cartilage wear has also been 
associated with misalignment of weight-bearing joints (particularly the knee 
joint), which increases joint stress and promotes cartilage degradation that 
lead to OA(2).

More recently, OA has been associated with systemic metabolic disturbances 
commonly seen in Tybe2 DM, these metabolic alterations have been proposed 
to serve as an underlying link between OA and Tybe2 DM(3-4). the 
microcellular environment of patients with DM showed accelerated joint 
destruction and increased inflammation in every anatomical aspect of the 
joint including the bones, tendons, ligaments, cartilage, and synovium(5). 
Additionally, the link between to diseases maybe supported by the deleterious 
role of glucose excess through the accumulation of advanced glycation end-
stage (AGE) products, oxidative stress and promotion of systemic 
inflammation(6).

We also don’t forget to highlight the osteoarthritis treatment on DM , where 
corticosteroid Intra-articular (IA) injections that used for the local 
symptomatic control of joint arthritis due to their anti-inflammatory 
properties. However, it has been shown that  locally-injected corticosteroids 
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are absorbed into the systemic circulation. Parentally- administered steroids 
are known to affect glucose metabolism and can cause abnormal blood  
glucose levels in patients with diabetes, which may be a concern when 
administering IA corticosteroid injections(7).

AIMS: The purpose of this paper is to review the evidence on common risk 
factors and to discuss emerging underlying links between OA and Type2DM..
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METHODOLOGY:

Descriptive cross sectional study was conducted among population during 
year 2022-2023.

The data collected during the period from 7th of November 2022 to 18th of 
February 2023 

The sample size was 211 which include patients at all age group by using 
online questionnaire by google form sampling method and by collection of the 
data from Al-kindy teaching hospital patients 

The data were analyzed using the statistical package for social science (SPSS) 
version 26,Microsoft excel version 2016, tables and figures also used 

The questionnaire was filled by the population and some samples collected
from patients directly , privately and separately. The google form contain 13
questions. The first three items assessing personal data. Other items assessing 
diabetic patients , knee pain, other joints pain and steroids using as following :

1.Gender 

2.Age

3.occupation

4.If they are diabetic

5.If they have insulin resistance

6.Period of illness

7.Knee pain 

8.Other joints pain 

9.Period of joints pain

10.Use analgesic 
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11.Period of analgesic

12.Use steroids 

13.knee injury 
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We take x-rays of OA of knee joint from a number of patients seen in figures
(1,2 and 3):

figure1 (x-ray \ both knee with OA bilaterally)

figure 2 (x-ray \ both knee with OA bilaterally)

figure 3( x-ray \ both knee with OA bilaterally)
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Results

Table (1): diabetic patients with knee pain:

diabetes

Knee pain Total P value
No Yes

0.000NO 34 18 52
Yes 54 105 159

Total 211

In the study of table(1) from the study sample of (211) show (105) of the 
particiepants (66%) suffer from knee pain with DM while (54) of them (34%) are 
not suffer from knee pain. The P value is (0.000) and it considers significant 
because the value is less than( 0.05)

Figure(4):diabetic patients with knee pain 
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Table(2):diabetic patient with other joints pain:

diabetes

Other joint pain Total P value
No Yes

0.000NO 36 16 52
Yes 59 100 159

Total 211

In this study of (159)who suffer from diabetes, the table(2) show (100) of them 
(62.9%) suffer from other joint pain, while (59) of them (37.1%) are not suffer 
from other joints pain.

The P value is (0.000) and it considers significant because the value is less than( 
0.05)

Figure (5):diabetic patient with other joints pain.
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Table(3): classification of gender according to those with diabetes, knee pain 
and other joint pain

sex

Diabetes Total P value
No Yes

0.819Male 20 64 84
Female 32 95 127

Total 211

SEX

Knee pain Total P value
No Yes

0.562Male 33 51 84
Female 55 72 127

Total 211

sex

Other joint pain Total P value
No Yes

0.959Male 38 46 84
Female 57 70 127

Total 211

In this study of (159) who suffer from diabetes (95) of them (59.7%) are females , 
while (64) of them (40.3%) are males . regarded to knee pain, (72) of them (58.5%) 
are females , while (51) of them (41.5%) are males. But in regard to the other joints 
pain ,(70) of them (60.3%) are females ,while (46) of them ( 39.7%) are males.
There is no significant between sex and diabetes, knee pain and other joints pain.
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Figure (6): classification of gender 
according to those with diabetes

Figure (7): classification of 
gender    according to those with 
knee pain

Figure (8): classification of 
gender according to those 
with other joints pain.
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Table(4):classification of age groups according to those with diabetes, knee 
pain and other joint pain.

The table (4)show the predominance of cases who suffers from diabetes , knee 
pain and other joints pain were in the age group (49.5-59) . In percentage of 
(28.3%) , (26.8%) and (25%) respectively.

Age category diabetes Total Knee pain Total Other joint 
pain

Total

No Yes No Yes No Yes
20-30 30 10 40 28 12 40 30 10 40
30-39.5 3 7 10 6 4 10 5 5 10
40-49 4 36 40 13 27 40 9 31 40
49.5-59 5 53 58 16 42 58 21 37 58
59.-68 4 38 42 12 30 42 16 26 42
68.5-77 5 12 17 3 14 17 4 13 17

77.5-88 1 3 4 0 4 4 3 1 4
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Table(5):classification of using steroid to those with diabetes

diabetes

Use steroid Total P value
No Yes

0.009NO 50 2 52
Yes 129 30 159

Total 211

This table show (30) of them (18.9%) who suffer from diabetes were using 
steroids. The P value is (0.009) and it considers significant because the value is 
less than          ( 0.05)

Figure (9): classification of using steroid to those with diabetes
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Table(6):classification of insulin resistance according to those with knee pain 
and other joint pain

Insulin 
resistance

Knee pain P value

No Yes Total
0.000No 63 77 140

Yes 25 46 71
Total 211

Insulin 
resistance

Other joints pain P value

No Yes Total
0.000No 75 65 140

Yes 20 51 71
Total 211

This table show (46) of them (37.4%) who suffered from insulin resistance was 
suffering from knee pain and (51) of them (71.8%) were suffering from other 
joints pain The P value is (0.000) and it considers significant because the value 
is less than( 0.05)
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Figure(10) : classification of insulin resistance according to those with knee 
pain.

Figure (11): classification of insulin resistance according to those with other 
joints pain.
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Discussion:

The present study was designed to assess the prevalence of osteoarthritis 
among diabetic patients . The results of the current study showed high 
percentage of people that suffer from diabetes have knee pain and other joints 
pain .These results agree with many internationals study’s results around the 
world.

We started from the number of participants according table 1 (211) engaged 
in the study (105) of them (66%) are diabetic patients have knee pain, while 
(100) of them (62.9%) have other joints pain.

In comparison with data were provided by nationwide Danish national health 
survey 2013 which show the prevalence of knee pain among patients with DM 
was (43.5%) while (73.8%) have other joints pain(3)

The majority of cases were females  (59.7%)  suffering from diabetes ,(58.5%) 
suffering from knee pain and (60.3%) suffering from other joints pain while
the statistical analysis show the majority of cases were males in percent 
of(51.8%) (3).

In table (4) revealed  the relationship between age group and diabetes which 
represent the majority of cases seen in the age group (49-59) ,(28.3%) of them 
were suffering from diabetes , (26.8%) of them were suffering from knee pain 
and (25%) of them were suffering from other joints pain while the proteome-
wide association study (PWAS) show the majority seen in the age group of 
(30-39) of male and (60-69) of female(2).

In regarding to table(5) the results show the relationship between using 
steroids and diabetes ,which reveal (18.9%) of diabetic patients was using 
steroids ,while a cross sectional study show steroid diabetes occurred in (20%)
of the persons treated with corticosteroid drugs(7)
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In table (6) the results show (46) of them,(37.4%) suffer from insulin 
resistance was suffering from knee pain and (51) of them, (71.8%) were 
suffering from other joints pain but in regarded to the cross sectional study 
the prevalence of patients that have insulin resistance and joints pain is 
(29.5%)(1).
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Conclusion:

In conclusion ,the study revealed the high percent of population complained 
from joints pain with diabetes, the female represent the majority of cases and 
the age group (49-59) was predominate .The results also show the relation 
between steroids and diabetes. 

Recommendation :

We recommend the patient who have insulin resistance to reduce their weight 
by exercise and follow a controlled diet.
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